Departmental and Program Assessment
Annual Assessment Plan Report
Academic Year: ___2010-2011___________
Academic Unit: ____Department of English______________________________________
Chair: _Alex Vernon___________________________________
Student Assessment Plan (SAP) – Basic Check-list – If your answers are “yes” a question in this section, no
further explanation is necessary.
1. Is there a current assessment plan for your department, program, or general education component? Current
implies that this SAP is used by the department. It does not have to be rewritten unless your assessment plan
has changed. It should be on the web at http://www.hendrix.edu/academics/academics.aspx?id=47328.
√ yes

no If no, provide a timeline that will produce a plan by the end of the next academic year.

2. Does the current SAP include student learning goals? Departmental/programmatic/general education
component student learning goals should be able to stand alone as a list without pages of explanatory
commentary.
√ yes
no If no, provide a timeline that will produce student learning goals by the end of the next academic year. We have
both a departmental mission statement that include all of our responsibilities to the college, as well as program
learning goals for the major, which we consider synonymous with the senior thesis/capstone criteria.
3. Does your SAP include a list of assessment data collected yearly? Assessment data lists should be able to stand
alone without pages of explanatory commentary. Additionally, collected data should be of enough value to the
department that it is read yearly. If not, it is probably not of sufficient use to collect.
√ yes

no If no, provide a timeline that will produce an assessment data list by the end of the next academic year.

4. Are student learning goals available to students on the web on the departmental/programmatic page(s)?
yes √ no

If no, provide a timeline that will produce student access to the learning goals by the end of the next academic
year. We will post it on our website by the end of the year.

5. Are student learning goals, appropriate for each course, included in the course syllabi in your department or
program?
√ yes √ no If no, provide a timeline that will produce student learning goals by the end of the next academic year. Some
courses provide this information, but we have not determined whether most or all courses do so.
6. Does your SAP include direct assessments? “Direct” refers to evaluated student work.
√ yes

no If no, provide a timeline that will produce a direct student assessment tool by the end of the next academic year.

7. Describe which indirect assessments in your assessment plan have been collected for the year and which have
not. “Indirect” refers to student surveys, interviews, or opinions.
√ yes
no
If no, provide a timeline that will produce an indirect student assessment tool by the end of the next
academic year. Senior written program evaluations; annual major’s meeting; faculty experience as instructors and
advisors.

Student Assessment Plan Development - Departments and programs who have a complete and current SAP
should consider the next step in SAP development. This could easily be the annual action item for your department or
program (next section #5).
1. As a next step in SAP development, departments/programs are encouraged begin working on an assessment
audit to determine how student learning goals fit across the courses in the major. This could be as complicated
as a full grid of student learning goals, or a single learning goal, across the courses in the major. (This has not
been required of departments, but it is a recommended next step when the SAP is up to date.)
√ yes

no If yes, please provide the results in either in prose or as a table.

We have such a “scaffold” grid, and have submitted it to the associate provost.
Yearly Assessment Report – each department or program is expected to have assessment discussions for at least
two hours each academic year. If necessary, help is available from David Sutherland, just call.
1. What was your planned action item identified in your last report?
Create goals or outcomes for each course type.
Create a student outcome “scaffolding” through all levels of the major.
We accomplished these tasks for our literature courses. We still need to provide consensus guidelines on the
“common” courses taught by multiple professors: ENGL 110, ENGL 210, ENGL 280.
2. Briefly summarize the topics discussed in your annual assessment meeting.
We held our annual department retreat 17 – 18 August. Here are the agenda items that we covered:
Assessment: Discussion of direct and indirect measures: senior theses (we all read multiple theses); course
enrollments; senior written program evaluation; senior exit interview data (conducted by thesis seminar
instructors, Drs. Stuber and McKim); on individual faculty experiences as instructors and advisors.
Major business: creation of “scaffolding” grid of learning goals for each course type
Other business: (a) writing program; (b) 2011-2012 Murphy/Drake brainstorming; (c) this year’s discussion
series; (d) thesis issues: CW thesis design, and schedule for both thesis sections; (e) pre-1900 search; (f) ACS
environmental fellow (2011-2012 & 2012-2013) search; (g) Provost “breath & depth” consultant $$: Creative
Writing - Writing, Oral Communication, Communication Studies - Film, Media Studies; (h) Buhler Hall bid; (i)
Village artist event grant?
3. What was the conclusion of your assessment discussion and how did the collected assessment data inform your conclusion?
Specifically describe any curricular or programmatic changes that have been made that were based, at least in part, on the data in
your SAP.
The major accomplishment was the creation of the scaffolding of student learning goals for each literature
course type, in order to move the students to successful completion of the thesis, an accomplishment
informed by our assessment of both direct and indirect measures (theses we’ve read; student feedback; etc.)
One student issue expressed to us the past spring was the fact that the schedule for the upcoming year (this
past year) had too many overlapping courses such that students often could not enroll in the courses they
wanted. We have fixed this problem for next year’s courses. This will obviously be an annual project.

The assessment data affirmed many things we are doing right, that we will continue: senior thesis and
defense; extra/co-curricular programming and community development; and the right mix in the schedule of
kinds of courses.
ENGL 280 continues to be the common course with the most mixed reviews. We discussed the need to
better define this course, though we did not reach a new definition.
We agreed that W1 credit should be separated from the course grade, and the chair wrote an email with this
request to the Writing Program committee. As of the date of this report, we have not heard the results of that
committee’s consideration.
We committed to taking advantage of the “depth and breath” consultant money for Creative Writing and
Film Studies. The Film Studies consultant visited this spring; we will discuss the report at the upcoming retreat.
The CW consultant visits in the fall.
4. What are the plans for improving student learning in your unit?
5. Define at least one new action item for your unit that will be a goal of your assessment discussions next year?
As outgoing department chair, I do not feel comfortable dictating the plans for the upcoming year. Here, however,
suggestions for possible retreat agenda and otherwise actionable items.
(1) Assessment: Like we always do: have us scan the senior written evaluations of the major to distribute, and give
ourselves a couple of hours to discuss. One clear topic here will be evaluation of the first year of the emphases. It
has been suggested by students, for example, that an ENGC and/or an ENGF course be required of all majors.
We might also bring up enrollment patterns. For next year, our 200-level courses have very low numbers--at least I
think they are pretty low--of upperclass registering. It could be an anomaly. It could also be that our several-years
effort to force students into those courses their first couple of years has caught up, and the demand is and will be
slightly lower--which would justify cutting loose some adjuncts, or adjusting our 2-2-2 faculty member load.
Relatedly: Assessment processes and tools. In our Assessment Plan, we indicate steps we don't take, in particular, a
biennial review of courses to see if they are doing what our new outcome document says they are supposed to be
doing. And should we ensure that student course evaluations speak to those outcomes? This past year I circulated a
draft supplemental course evaluation to help us assess this, by course type (specific course/instructor were
anonymous); we could perhaps review this document and decide if we should formalize its implementation.
McKim should brief us on the Film Studies external review, and Jaeger and Coulter should give us a preview of the
Creative Writing consultant's upcoming visit.
(2) We've created that outcome matrix/scaffold for the literature course, though we still haven't nailed down our
objectives/expectations for our “common” courses: 280, 110, 210. Should we wrestle with this now?
(3) We need to revisit the end-of-year assignment of honors. The same questions pop up every year and we need to
settle them before we enter deliberations: Does McCuistion count service as well as intellectual accomplishment?
How do we do the sophomore prize, when few of us share these students? And should we let ourselves have two
students share an award designed for one?
(4) With the College’s upcoming year-long discussion about revising the Collegiate Center (holistic advising,
Odyssey 2.0, Sustainability, b-school, etc.), do we have a particular position we want to advocate? I’m thinking
particularly about the role of the Writing Program in the new vision.
(5) The Murphy leadership has changed its style and approach. Do we want to talk about this new relationship? Do
we want to come up with a strategy of some kind to create a more productive environment? For one thing, the

department needs to discuss our position on allowing the new assistant director to teach for us—she has, as you
know, advised senior CW theses, and we have blessed her application to propose a Costa Rica CW course. There
are other Murphy issues, like this new rule I don't quite understand about what can/can't be a 3-year program, and
whether we can figure out a clever way to adapt.
(6) Murphy/Drake proposal brainstorm. “Literature and Medicine” theme.
(7) What should our next new position request be?
(8) What do we want to accomplish going forward? What's our to-do list?
(9) Discussion series topics?
(10) Sabbiticals. In the next few years, a whole bunch of the department will come up for sabbaticals. We might
want to figure out who will be due when, and start talking among ourselves about our desires, and how to manage
them.
(11) Should we allow a given course to be counted in one of two different periods (say, either pre or post 1900)?
(12) The ESL program and students. We were asked several years ago by the provost whether we want to include
the ESL position in the department faculty. We never gave an answer; right now Professor Stevens is a person
without a departmental home. One result is that she has been left without departmental support or feedback as she
struggles with the International Office and the committee that oversees these students (though Dr. Hines, as
Writing Program chair, has been deeply involved as well). Clearly, as the W1 department, we are invested in this
conversation—and we greatly appreciate the committee’s approaching us to seek our advice on the new policy.
Still, ESL students continue to be a challenge for us. For one think, the inability to decouple W1 credit from
overall course grade means that students can get W1 credit when they might not yet have demonstrated sufficient
mastery. And we all struggle with the issue of standards for grading these students.
(13) What can we do to make the Department Website a more useful (used!) resource for our students? One idea:
“publish” each year’s best thesis online.
(14) We have a departmental folder on the Hendrix network—we need to figure out if it is secure (accessible only
to department members by password) and to begin using it for community documents.
(15) Leftover items from last year’s Assessment Form that aren’t elsewhere referenced in this document:
(a) Further integration of thesis experience into lower levels, perhaps in 280, perhaps in other courses.
(b) Reviving Sigma Tau Delta chapter?
(c) Did we require 280 students to purchase MLA handbook? Are we for this year?
(16) Would it be possible to list 200-level introduction to literary studies courses as 300-level courses also, with the
understanding that students taking it for 300-level would have additional reading and different requirements and
expectations?
(17) The two new positions (pre-1900 U.S.) and Mellon EvSt post-doc will require active integration into the
department and curriculum. The post-doc will also challenge us to think about the department’s support of the
EvSt program.

